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Abstract
Using images to bear witness to atrocity required a different type of representation than did words. Images
helped record the horror in memory after its concrete signs had disappeared, aud they did so in a way that told
a larger story of Nazi atrocity. As the U.S. trade journal Editor and Publisher proclaimed, "the peoples of
Europe, long subjected to floods of propaganda, no longer believe the written word. Only factual photographs
will be accepted."
While words produced a concrete and grounded chronicle of the camps' liberation, photographs were so
instrumental to the broader aim of enlightening the world about Nazi actions that when Eisenhower
proclaimed "let the world see," he implicitly called upon photography's aura of realism to help accomplish that
aim. Through its dual function as carrier of truth-value and symbol, photography thus helped the world bear
witness by providing a context for events at the same time as it displayed them.
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Covering Atrocity in Image
U SING IMAGES TO BEAR WITNESS TO ATROCITYrequired a different type of representation than did words. Images
helped record the horror in memory after its concrete signs had disap-
peared, aud they did so in a way that told a larger story of Nazi atrocity. As
the U.S. trade journal Editor and Publisher proclaimed, "the peoples of
Europe, long subjected to floods ofpropaganda, no longer believe the 'Writ-
ten word. Only factual photographs will be accepted.'"
While words produced a concrete and grounded chronicle of the
camps' liberation, photographs were so instrumental to the broader aim of
enlightening the world about Nazi actions that when Eisenhower pro-
claimed "let the world see,"he implicitly called upon photography's aura of
realism to help accomplish that aim. Through its dual function as carrier of
truth-value and symbol, photography thus helped the world bear witness
by providing a context for events at the same time as it displayed them.
ATROCITY PHOTOS AS TOOLS
OF DOCUMENTATION
The photographs that became available on the liberation of the western
camps were too numerous and varied to be published together by anyone
U.S. or British publication. This was because scores of photographers in
different capacities-professional, semiprofessional, and amateur photog-
raphers as well as soldiers bearing cameras-accompanied the liberating
forces into the camps, and most were placed immediately under the aegis
of the U.S. Signal Corps, the British Army Film and Photographic Unit,
and other military units. Making available numerous atrocity photos
already in the first days after the camps' liberation, these photographers
displayed horror so Wide-ranging and incomprehensible that it enhanced
the need to bear witness, forcing an assumption ofpublic responsibility for
the brutality beiug depicted.
How did photographers record the scenes of barbarism that they
encountered? Like reporters, photographers accompanying the liberating
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forces received few instructions concerning which camps they were enter-
ing or what they should do once they arrived; they were given even fewer
guidelines about which shots to take or how to take them. This meaut that
for many the so-called professional response to the event was simply one
of "making do,') an improvisory reaction to often faulty equipment, bad
weather, and uneven training and experience. As one photographer with
the British Army Film and Photographic Unit said simply, "we did what
[we] saw at the time."2
The atrocity photos played a complex role in recording the atrocities.
Like words, the images were oflimited representativeness, providing only
a partial picture of the consequences of years of forced torture, harass-
ment, and eventual death-not the Holocaust per se but a partial depiction
of its final phase. As British M.P. Mavis Tate commented, "you can photo-
graph results of snffering but never suffering itself." But photography also
offered graphic representations of atrocity that were more difficult to deny
than with words. Photographers, one reporter claimed, sent pictures bear-
ing such "irrefutable evidence of Nazi degradation and brutality" that were
"so horrible that no newspaper normally would use them, but they were
less horrible than the reality." Photographs thus pushed the authenticity of
nnbelievable camp scenes by pitching depictions closely to the events being
described at the same time as they Signaled a broader story of Nazi atroci-
ty. It is no surprise, then, that photographs flourished for the press as an
effective mode of documenting what was happening. 3
Photograpbing Atrocity
Like reporters, photographers found the camps a horrifying experience.
Photographers struggled with their own necessary intrusion on the digni-
ty of their cameras' targets. Whether depicting victims or survivors, dead
or living, perpetrators or traumatized, the photographers' normally pry-
ing behavior proceeded with a certain insensitivity to the boundaries
between public aud private that was intensified by the challenge posed by
the scenes of the camps to common standards of decency and civility. Cer-
tain photographers associated with recording the camps' liberation-Mar-
garet Bourke-White, George Rodger, John Florea, Lee Miller, Dave Scher-
man, and William Vandivert of Life are among the best known-later
claimed that the experience had irrevocably changed them as profession-
als. Faced with scene after scene of human carnage, they found it difficult
to come to terms with their role in its documentation yet forced them-
selves to continue photographing. Regardless of the continent from which
they came, the photographers shared pool arrangements that facilitated the
appearance of the same shots in both the United States and Britain. This
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created a shared visual record for both countries, somewhat neutralizing
the differences between the nearby war in Britain and the more distant one
experienced in the United States. The record produced was massive yet
uniform.
Margaret Bourke-White was perhaps the most well known of the
group, and she accompanied the U. S. liberating forces first into the camp
of Erla and then Buchenwald. On assignment for Life, she took shots from
within a "self-imposed stupor" that veiled her mind: "In photographing the
murder camps, the protective veil was so tightly drawn that I hardly knew
what I had taken until I saw prints of my own photographs," she later
wrote. "It was as though I was seeing these horrors for the first time."
Bourke-White knew the limitations and cogency of the camera in normal
circumstances, and it was as ifthe camp survivors had altered those dimen-
sions at will. As one biographer told it, the camera could not be used to
force self-consciousness on its subjects, for "Buchenwald had stripped away
self-consciousness and ordinary response."Yet Bourke-White forced her-
self to "map the place with negatives," convinced "that an atrocity like this
demanded to be recorded."As "difficult as these things may be to report or
to photograph, it is something we must do.... Our obligation is to pass it
on to others." Bourke-White later admitted that her visit to Buchenwald
had changed her to such an extent that it prompted het book on Germany,
('Dear Fatherland, Rest QyietIy.''+-
Similar tales of British photographer George Rodger circulated in asso-
ciation with Bergen-Belsen. Rodger, who also worked for Lge, was so
affected by the scenes of the camps that he decided temporarily to abandon
photojournalism after he toured Belsen.Thought to have been the first war
photograpber to enter the camp shortly after the British forces toured the
area, he did so totally unprepared for what he would find.
Struck by the mounds of human bodies, piled alongside people eating,
washing, and cleansing utensils, Rodger initially reeled from the carnage.
But he forced himself to take photos and to his horror soon found himself
inspired by the grotesque spectacle he was witnessing. He started to shoot
frantically, "subconsciously arranging groups and bodies on the ground into
artistic compositions in his viewfinder." That revelation-that he was
"treating this pitiful human flotsam as if it were some gigantic still-life"-
so disgusted and appalled him that he promised himself "never again to
photograph a war." Disillusioned, he later recalled,
It wasn't even a matter of what I was photographing as what had hap-
pened to me in the process. When I discovered that I could look at
the horror of Belsen.... and think only of a nice photographic com-
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position, I knew something had happened to me and I had to stop..
.. I said this is where I quit.
Decades later he turned his repulSion for what he had seen at Belsen into a
broader mission to visually document atrociti'es elsewhere. 5
Lee Miller, on assignment with Vogue, was one of the first photographers
to enter Dachau with the U.S. liberating forces. Ironically, for she pro-
duced some of the most memorable shots of the camp, she originally pro-
nounced the atrocities beyond the parameters of her "fine Baedecker tour
of Germany."Yet she too forced herself to take pictures, and noted that in
the few minutes it took her to do so, "two men were found dead, and were
unceremoniously dragged out and thrown on the heap outside the block.
Nobody seemed to mind except me." Miller also displayed a toughness that
was not always shared by others: while the U.S. soldiers initially had been
encouraged to tour the camp, ''by midday, only the press and medics were
allowed in the buildings, as so many really tough guys had become sick it
was interfering with duties."6
The photographers of the camps were alike in their will to record the
scenes they witnessed~notonly for the next day's press but for posterity.
Bearing witness thus became part ofthe mission that captured the photog-
raphers recording atrocity. For most, shooting the camps was like "driving
uphill with the brakes on," yet few turned away from recording the scenes.
As one said, "I took pictures of a soap factory because if man can do it then
man must be strong enough to have a look at it.You can't pretend it didn't
happen.W ]
The Images ifAtrocity
The atrocity photos taken by the U.S. and British photographers streamed
in so quickly that the press back home had little time to debate their
impact. Turuing out roll after roll of black-and-white film, photographers
relentlessly depicted the worst of Nazism in stark, naturalistic representa-
tions of horror: bodies turned at odd angles to each other, charred skulls,
ovens full of ashes, shocked German civilians alongside massive scenes of
human carnage. Within days of photographers' arrival in the camps, the
wires were flooded with scenes of explicit and gruesome snapshots ofhor-
ror, the likes of which had never before been presented on the pages ofthe
U.S. and British popular press.
Some of the first atrocity photos appeared on April 9, when three
British newspapers-the London Times, News Chronicle, and Daily Mirror-
printed pictures of a group of Russian women who had been victimized




appearance. But detailed captions were quickly discontinued with the
atrocity images, even though such information routinely arrived with the
photos. And in fact as this particular photo continued to surface in Time,
Newsweek, and elsewhere, such information was routinely eliminated from
the caption. By the middle ofthe month, the same picture bore generalized
captions such as "Nazi Horrors."9
Over the next few days, more and more shots became available, and
atrocity photos rapidly proliferated in the press of both countries. As the
British trade journal Newspaper World observed at the time, "Probably never
before has the press set out so deliberately-and although each newspaper
made its own decision, so unanimously-to shock the public by the publi-
cation of stories and, above all, pictures of atrocities."The first images of
Ohrdruf were soon followed by numerous shots of Buchenwald-both
within days ofits liberation on April 11 and when officials and editors sep-
arately visited the camp over the following weeks. In mid-April, images
began arriving also from Belsen. And ten days folloWing thc display of the
Belsen photos, onApril30, pictures from Dachau appeared in the daily and
weekly press. Thus, over an approximately three-week period between
April 9 and the end of the first week of May, the u.s. and British publics
were exposed to an explicit and ongoing photographic display that visual-
ly documented the atrocities. Women handling the images in the Office of
War Information in London became ill processing the U.S. Signal Corps
images into news photographs. Audiences on both continents were "sick-
ened and horrified by [theJ pictorial evidence of the iniquities."lo
From the beginning, the photos appeared in both Britain and the Unit-
ed States without much attention to the content ofthe stories at their side.
\iVhile the reporters' narratives had progressed chronologically from camp
to camp, photographs were presented with little regard for when they had
been taken. Photos that appeared within days of a camp's liberation in one
newspaper resurfaced days and weeks later elsewhere; one image of three
Dachau survivors appeared on May 2 in the Washington Post and reappeared
a week later in the Boston Globe, one survivor cropped from the frame.
While that practice in itself was unusual for the press, even more telling
was the failure to mention the time lag. This lack of attentiveness to the
actual day on which an image had been taken suggests that time, as refer-
ential data, was not particularly relevant to an atrocity photo's presenta-
tion. Rather, the story's visualization was primarily nonsequential. That
nonsequentiality facilitated the use of visuals to illustrate the broader
strokes of the atrocity story rather than the contingent details of one spe-
cific instance of violence. 11
Atrocity photos were Similarly presented with little attention to the
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place where they had been taken. Photos documenting one camp were
appended to stories of another camp. Time, for instance, ran one article on
the camps that was illustrated with a picture of Nordhausen, which was not
discussed. Often, the public was told little or nothing about the place being
depicted, leaving the photo to function instead as a generalized spot of Nazi
horror. Unlike the narratives of reporters that provided the minute details
of thc camps' topography ofterror and left little doubt as to how the camps
were phYSically set up, the visual representation ofthe camps left their phys-
ical spaces unnamed and void of verbal elaboration. Paradoxically, howev-
er, this facilitated the use of visuals in illustrating the broad atrocity story. 12
What did the photographs portray? "This Is the Enemy," proclaimed the
Daily Telegraph on April 19 beneath a set of photographs that stretched
starkly across the top of one page. Said to depict "Horror Unequalled
throughout the Centuries," the shots portrayed German civilians digging
trenches, examining a crematorium, and viewing dead corpses at Buchen-
wald. The accompanying text spoke of how "other pictures, too terrible to
reproduce, show bodies lying in the long trenches dug by the Germans."13
Those other images-"too terrible to reproduce"-appeared else-
where. They included piles of human ashes, mounds of corpses, cremato-
ria and hanging pits, dazed looks ofbarcly alive skeletons, faces framed by
wire, gaping pits of bodies. One, a long view of hundreds of bodies lining
the pavement of Nordhausen in a manner reminiscent of a tidy field of
crops, appeared in the Boston Globe on April 17, while a closer view of the
same scene appeared two days later in the News Chronicle, London Times, and
Daily Mirror. Presented in the latter as part of a two-page photographic
spread entitled "World Demands Justice," the photo brought the following
cautionary note from its editors:
On pages four and five you will see pictures of German civilians
being shown the horrors which existed in their midst. And there is
one picture which gives some greater realization of the evil inside
Nazi Germany. It is one of many terrible pictures from photogra-
phers following up the Allied advances. It is by no means the worst.
On the same day, the Daily Mail featured a graphiC midview image of a row
ofhuman corpses at Nordhausen under the proclamation, "This Is the Evi-
dence," while PM ran a more suggestive picture of a closed coffin with a
trapdoor bottom, captioned "Always Efficient, the Germans."The Illustrat-
ed London News published its first two of four atrocity supplements already
in mid-April. In each case, editorial comments justified the publication of




From the beginning, then, images of the camps presented a varied and
wide-ranging display of atrocity. That display, however, persuaded both
the skeptical and the ignorant with believable evidence. In negating the
usual linkages to time and space that were typical of news photos, images
were presented differently than were the words of news reports. An indi-
vidual photo's status as evidence mattered less than the ability to simply
document what the Nazis had done. Photography thereby provided a col-
lective body of visual documentation that facilitated the act of bearing
witness to Nazi brutality, even if photos were not given specific captions
and were not presented in association with the times and places in which
they had been taken.
Assessing Atrocity Photos
Although the atrocity shots appeared in greater numbers and more fre-
quently than did photographs of most other events in contemporary mem-
ory, they did produce immediate discussion among those who processed
them. As the first atrocity photos flooded the Office ofWar Information,
the British and U.S. trade press recognized their immanent power as tools
of persuasion. Showing an unusual degree of cooperation with Eisenhow-
er's instructions to "let the world see," most editors did not entertain the
idea of not publishing any photos at all. Rather, they began to dcbate how,
when, and which pictures to publish, and with which types of editorial
rejoinders.
Taking the lead in the United States, the trade journal Editor and Publisher
immediately declared that "a good strong measure of pictures of the Nazi
atrocitics is good for the American public. Newspapers should print all that
space will allow." Popular Photography declared that "because photographs
have shown, people believe....Yet the larger fact is that we already [know]
these things to be true. The photographs just [remind] us with a horrible
impact."The British trade journal Newspaper World ran a series of brief arti-
cles entitled "To Print or Not to Print?" just as images of the camps at
Ohrdruf and Nordhausen began to circulate. Firmly advocating in favor of
printing the images, it ran the following editorial:
A spate of horror or atrocity pictures dealing with German crimes
against humanity have reached London newspapers from the West-
ern front during the past week and editors have once mOre been
faced with the problem of to print or not to print....There was the
conflict of bringing home the realism of German brutality and
sadism with the desire not to offend against the standards of good
taste and cause offense to readers.
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The journal admonished those who hesitated about publication: "Shocking
readers on certain occasions into the realization of some outrage by the
publication of pictures which in the more normal way would be withheld
is justifiable," it argued, "so long as such a step is taken with a full sense of
the responsibility involved."ls
Members of certain editorial staffs voiced discomfort with the fact that
children would be able to see thc images. Vogue at first refused to publish
Lee Miller's images of Dachau but then relented and did so under the title
"Believe Ie'The Illustrated London News solved the dilemma by printing its
main presentation of atrocity photos in a four-page detachable supple-
ment, which it told readers was "intended for olir adult readers only." Sub-
scribers with young families, it counseled, could remove the shots. Others
were more direct about the need to see. In a leader, the Daily Mirror pro-
claimed how glad it was that the pictures were being published. "One rea-
son for publishing is to protect the children. It is better that they should be
'nauseated' now than mutilated later on" (emphasis added). 16
As with words, the press positioned the atrocity photos in ways that
proclaimed their significance. Using captions, headlines, boxed-in notes
from the editor, and accompanying articles, the press played up the role of
images in proving Nazi brutality. Alongside verbal accounts of Belsen, the
London Times reminded readers that "Pictures taken in the camps at Nord-
hausen, Buchenwald, and Ohrdruf, which confirm the published accounts
of German brutality, appear on page 6." Similarly, the Daily Telegraph
accompanied a photo of Nazi torture methods with this comment:
The weight of pictorial evidence of the ghastly conditions in the Ger-
man concentration camps continues to mount. More than a dozen
photographs, each giving indisputable testimony of thc bestial cruel-
ties inflicted on civilians, reached the Daily Telegraph yesterday; but
they are of such a revolting nature that it has been decided not to
reproduce them. Here, however, is one that can be printed.
Midway through a story of Belsen, the Daily Mail italicized its proclamation
that "a full photographic record ofthe terrible sights has been made for his-
torical record and future evidence." The Philadelphia Inquirer told its read-
ers that "these are pictures made inside German concentration camps
where thousands died under almost unbelievable Nazi cruelty," and the
News Chronicle caught the attention of its readers with an editorial state-
ment entitled "Indisputable Proof":
Here, and in pictures on the back page today, the eyes of British men
and women may behold for the first time some of the more revolting
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Figure 7. Heap of ashes and bones in Buchenwald,April18, 1945, by NARA, courtesy
ofUSHMM.
features of Nazi guilt. These are official pictures and the News Chron-
icle has decided to print them, because "it is right that the world
should see at close quarters indisputable p'roof of Germany's crimes
against the human race.
It went on to say that "other pictures, still more horrible in detail than
these, have been circulated by the military authorities, but the selection
here published tell their own story plainly enough."I? The Daily Mirror
devoted a full quarter-page to a close-up shot of a pile of incinerated bones.
"Heaped Evidence ... ," read the headline, and the caption underneath the
image told readers to "LookWell atThis Picture-and Remember" (fig. 7).
As with other pictures, the frame cut off the sides of the picture, making it
appear as if the bones went on forever.
Comments such as these were important because they called on read-
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ers to attend to the atrocities. But they also contextualized the scenes pre-
sented against the scenes that had been edited from public view. Atrocity
photos were presented as a subset ofimages that did not make it into print.
And instead of presenting the camps in a way that claimed to be complete
and comprehensive, readers received a continuous inventory in words of
what they were not seeing. \¥bile such a presentational mode resonated
with the nature of the story and the fact that no one image could really cap-
ture its core, it went against journalistic standardsJor presenting informa-
tion as fully as possible. Instead, it repaired to an alternative mode of coop-
erative journalism, already seen with reporters, by which photographers
joined forces in documenting the atrocities. That alternative mode suited
the aim of collectively bearing witness.
As already suggested, bearing witness implied that there was no single
way to depict atrocity. Rather, the very fact of depiction was sufficient
because it documented the act of witnessing, even in cases where the atroc-
ities were not portrayed. It was not surprising, then, that no one image
emerged as the best way to depict atrocity. Nor was it unusual that even
when photographs earlier looked over by the press turned up later, dis-
paraging remarks were rarely made about the delayed display. Bearing wit-
ness therefore made allowances for unusual judgments by which the press
selected images for presentation.
Displacing the Eyewitness Report
The atrocity photos accommodated a broader story about atrocity through
a wide range of presentational strategies. Primary among them was pho-
tography's ability to supersede reporters' preferred chronicle of docu-
mentation-the eyewitness report. That ability made the atrocity photos
more effective than words in shaping the act of bearing witness.
Images addressed the territory and witnessing activity that had been so
central to the eyewitness report, but they did so via visual equivalents that
at times appeared to supplant the verbal cues supplied by reporters. The
most frequent early objects of depiction were among those that later resur-
faced as Holocaust iconography-skulls and corpses, barbed-wire fences
separating survivors and victims from the outside world, camp courtyards,
accoutrements of atrocity such as crematorium chimneys and furnaces, the
victimized mother and child, and abandoned possessions.I 8 But there were
other types of photos that disappeared from view, even thongh they initial-
ly filled the pages of the press.
IMAGES OF TERRITORY. Images captured the camps' territory in a
way that had not been possible "With words. \¥bile reporters' narratives had
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squeezed the territory into plausible, chronological word-tours, photog-
raphers visualized territory in a way that simultaneously accommodated its
details, magnitude, and scope of horror. Camps were visually presented as
general sites of suffering, without the definitive detail that marked them as
a portrayal of one location. This helped the images stand in for German war
atrocity at its broadest level.
Textual interfaces gave the press a way to achieve this kind of interpre-
tation. Even when images focused on specific scenes-such as an entry to
a building, a stack of bodies, or a string of ovens-accompanying texts
characterized images as more general than the scenes they depicted. At
times, the press augmented stories about certain locales and atrocities by
providing images of other locales and atrocities: a Belsen photo accompa-
nied a Buchenwald article, or a Buchenwald picture illustrated a Mau-
thausen story. Often images of a camp were simply left out of chronicles
about that camp, such as one Buchenwald story whose accompanying
images-of emaciated American soldiers at Marktreidweitz, carnage at
Gardelegen, and Soviet infantrymen storming a German pOSition-bore
no particular connection to Buchenwald but fit together in a broader dis-
course about Nazi atrocity. The press also used specific visual markers-
such as one picture each from Buchenwald, Ohrdruf, and Belsen-to illus-
trate general atrocity stories, even if the photos had little to do with the
accompanying textual discussion: Newsweek ran a full-page story about the
Nazi policy of mass extermination and appended four photos, all of which
portrayed German civilians in activities around unidentified mounds of
bodies, whose relation to the story was never made clear. And finally, the
press neglected to identify a photo's location: photos commonly bore gen-
eralized place-markers, like '~Inside Conquered Germany/' "In a German
Labor Camp," or "German Concentration Camp."19
One early photo of the Nordhausen courtyard, published in both the
United States and Britain, displayed the press's idiosyncratic use of photos.
The photo offered a long view of what were reported to be nearly three
thousand bodies awaiting burial at the camp; the bodies lay in long corri-
dors across the camp's courtyard, like apparel laid out to dry in the sun.
Bounded on three sides by a white sky and large, crumbling buildings, the
bodies were spread neatly across the photo's midsection, stretching from
foreground to background. The image in effect had more than one life. It
was not always identified as being from Nordhausen, and in at least one
case it illustrated an article about another camp altogether. Though pub-
lished by the London Times, Washington Post, and Boston Globe over an eight-
day period in April, the time differential was not mentioned by the press.
The same scene also reappeared in an unexplained second round of print-
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Figure 8. Nordhausen courtyard,Apri112, 1945, by NARA.
ing at the end ofAprH, when the same bodies, still strewn across the court-
yard, were now interspersed with U.S. soldiers and German civilians who
walked among them (fig. 8). Many of the figures walked away from the
bodies, not looking at them, making the courtyard in the photo's center
with its thousands of corpses seem almost inconsequential, a visual reflec-
tion of their lack of status within the Nazi belief system. Such idiosyn-
crasies suggested how irrelevant was the referential data surrounding the
photo's time and space and revealed a leap to its use as symbol. The court-
yard at Nordhausen stood in for the larger terrain of suffering under the
Nazis, where images of mass death brought home the scope of atrocity in a
way accomplished less effectively by words. 20
Scenes of outdoor horror were particularly effective in capturing the
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scope of atrocity, and they surfaced to this end frequently. Each camp pro-
duced its own degradation of public space-the wagons of Buchenwald,
the pits of Belsen, the train tracks of Dachau. Dachau was represented by
numerous views of corpses spilling out of train cars outside the camp,
under striking captions like "Death Measured by the Carload."The legend
to one such image in the WashinBton Post made an unusual lapse of news
language into second-person address: "At first glance," it stated, "the cars
seemed to be loaded with dirty clothing. Then you saw feet, hands, and
bony fingers."21
Territory appeared to work most effectively when its visualization was
unnamed, and the press provided scores of shots of unidentified camps. In
one rare attempt to repair the generalized presentation of Dachau's liber-
ation, Time appended the legend "At Dachau, 32,000 still survived" to a
photo showing a dead victim of the camps alongside interred Nazis. The
legend suggested that the image had been taken at Dachau. Yet a small
asterisk guided readers to the bottom of the page, where they were told
that the photograph had been taken "At Belsen, near Stuttgart."This kind
of disclosure, however, was problematic, not only because Belsen was
nowhere near Stuttgart and had little to do with a story of Dachau, but
because it showed how common were the questionable linkages connect-
ing images and texts. 22
In each of these ways, specific depictions of one camp were made to
stand in for the larger terrain the Nazis had occupied. Each concentration
camp was interchanged with other localized sites to tell a broader story
about suffering under the Nazis. Depictions of the camps' territory thus
moved the atrocity story onto a different level of telling, which suggested
not only the detail of human suffering but also its magnitude and scope.
IMAGES OF WITNESSING. Images also generalized the witnessing
that had been recounted with precision in the verbal narratives of
reporters. Photos provided an array of representations of witnessing-------clif-
ferent practices of witnessing, targets of witnessing, and types of witness-
es. Each kind of depiction generalized witnessing beyond the actual cir-
cumstances in which it took place, and the many forms of depiction coaxed
the world to take responsibility for what was being witnessed. In that vein,
a caption to a picture of one emaciated man told of his request to be pho-
tographed so that "the free peoples of the world would know what a Ger-
man prison-camp does to a man."23
More so than with words, the images of witnessing became a separate
category of atrocity representation. First, witnessing itself was depicted in
stages, with the press initially featuring photos of official delegations on
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their way to the camps: The Los Angeles Times ran a shot of a departing edi-
tors' delegation on the steps of a plane, captioned "Editors, Publishers on
Way to Reich"; the NewYork Times showed the U. S. congressional delegation
landing in France; the Daily Mail featured a front-page panel of head shots
under the caption "M.P.sWhoWill See Horror Camp Secrets"; and the Sat-
urday Evening Post portrayed U.S. newspaper editors being briefed by Gen-
eral Eisenhower at his Rheims headquarters. Such pictures provided a frame
for contemplating the act of bearing witness before it actually began. 24
Different targets of witnessing were also depicted: witnesses were
shown examining dead bodies, torture settings, and the tools used to bring
about death. In what would emerge as a central feature of these pho-
tographs, many photos showed witnesses to the atrocities but no atrocities
themselves. One such Newsweek photo portrayed three U.S. congressional
representatives in a somewhat stupefied posture in one ofthe camps, look-
ing beyond the photographer at an unknown, unpictured horror (fig. 9).
The picture, which portrayed Clare Boothe Luce and others gingerly step-
ping around some unseen tragedy, curiously situated in between them and
the photographer, was not identified by place or date, and the caption con-
veyed in only the most general terms that "Congress Views the Atrocities."
No more definitive detail was provided. 25 Yet depicting witnesses to the
atrocities without the atrocities was a patterned way of visualizing the
activities, and pictures of groups of witnesses-civilians, officials, and edi-
tors-proliferated with no visual depiction of the target of their vision.
This act of framing made sense primarily because it helped achieve the
broader aim of bearing witness.
Depictions of different kinds of witnesses also proliferated. The most
frequent depictions were the prisoners and victims, portrayed anony-
mously and in general terms: for instance, one caption to three glassy-eyed
Dachau inmates explained, "They witnessed Nazi culture." Another
Buchenwald photo showed worn, emaciated men staring out from four
rows of crowded bunks (fig. 10). Originally taken by the Signal Corps in
late April, the photo showed bunk beds stuffed with malnourished male
survivors, an image whose uniformity was broken only by one male who
propped himself up against a post and clutched a piece ofprison garb to his
nude body. The photo appeared in the NewYork Times Mogazine in early May
under the caption "Crowded Bunks in the Prison Camp at Buchenwald."
Haunting because of the men's pained faces, images such as this one were
often used as foils for other pictures-well-fed Germans, civilian witness-
es, and even corpses. In most cases, the depicted were not identified, and
that anonymity helped to convey powerful nonverbal messages of the
effects of depravity. 26
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Figure 9. U.S. Congress viewing atrocities in Buchenwald, May 1945, by AP/Wide
World Photos.
German nationals were also frequently depicted, and primary here
were German perpetrators. Generally depicted with other collectives,
such as victims or survivors, the press showed them digging graves, staring
down survivors, or walking across camp courtyards. One such picture por-
trayed the notorious Fritz Klein, wading through a pit of bodies at Bergen-
Belsen (fig. 11). Again, the bodies spilled out of the frame, and his upright
posture in their midst underscored the macabre nature of Nazi deeds. Per-
petrators were generally shown at odd ang1cs to the camera, which showed
large uniform bodies~angrystares, colorless prison garb, and, in the case
of women, tightly bound hair. German civilians were also frequently
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Figure 10. Former prisoners of Buchenwald, April 16, 1945, by NARA.
depicted Witnesses, and they too were photographed in various encounters
with the atrocities; reburying the bodies of Nazi victims, looking at cre-
mation ovens, or "being forced to gaze" at stacks of corpses. One frequently
circulated shot showed women and young boys from Weimar being forced
to look upon the bodies of Buchenwald (fig. 12). The civilians were in var-
ious stages of emotional disarray. One clutched a handkerchiefto her chin,
another looked as if she were about to cry, still another wore an expression
of disbelief. Each individual conformed on one point: they looked to the
left of the picture, staring at evidence of the atrOCities, which were beyond
the frame of the Camera lens. Taken by the Signal Corps on April 16, the
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Figure 11. Fritz Klein in Belsen, April 1945, courtesy ofThe ImperialWar Museum,
London.
d . 27Th'photo surfaced in numerous newspapers an newsmagazmes. IS aes-
thetic-showing witnesses without evidence of the atrocities-forced
attention on the act of bearing witness. It froze the act of bearing witness
in time and space, inviting readers to attend to what was being witnessed
even if it was not shown. By extension, this implied a recognition of the
other atrocity photos to make this particular shot understandable, sup-
porting a mutual cross-referentiality across all the shots.
Most shots of German civilians seemed to pronounce a confusion,
shock, or bewilderment that complicated the act of bearing witness, as
when German children were portrayed in a refusal to bear witness: one
shot showed a small boy looking straight at the camera and away from the
bodies that took up the majority of photographic space, his glance com-
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Figure 12. German civilians in Buchenwald, April 16, 1945, by NARA.
municating an act of witnessing that was in essence not-witnessing; in
another photo a boy walked down a road lined with dead bodies in Belsen
his head too averted-again, a refusal to bear witness. 28 Other shots of
civihans mirrored the complexity of the German response to atrocity. One
such photo showed eight civilians, seemingly aghast at the sight of a dead
body, walking gingerly around it. The first woman looked at it and clutched
her throat; the second put her hand over her mouth and looked directly at
the camera; the woman behind her also looked at the photographer but in
a way that suggested she was blinded by the camera. The varying respons-
es not only mirrored Germany's collective discomfort as a nation but com-
plicated .the act of bearing witness in the public imagination. Yet they also
paradOXIcally bolstered the authority of the photograph. Looking at the
dead body at the same time as readers did, and looking not at the body but
at the camera, fit well with the difficulty in forcing the Germans to see the
evidence at their doorstep. 29
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Soldiers as witnesses were not featured very prominently in images,
perhaps because security made photographing soldiers im.prudent. In fac~,
one of the first atrocity pictures to appear was exceptIOnal, because It
showed a U.S. medical officer behind a stack ofbodies in Ohrdruf who was
identified by name and hometown in the documentation that accompanied
the series of photos (see fig. 5, on p. 90). Yet other exceptions involved
well-known military figures: a frontal image of Eisenhower topped off the
Illustrated London News's detachable supplement on the atrocities, while the
Daily Telegraph superimposed black arrows with names on an image of
Ohrdruf so as to identify the key figures of Generals Eisenhower, Patton,
and Bradley. Significantly, each photo offered the same basic shot-------dead
bodies in the foreground, soldier-as-witness in the background, looking
both at the camera and at the bodies. The camera connected with the liv-
ing across the bodies of the dead. 30
A final round of witnesses came with the official delegations to the
camps, both politicians and editors. One extensively recycled photo
depicted the editors' delegation to the camps (fig. 13). The photo por-
trayed a group of editors in the act of covering the uncovering of corpses
in Buchenwald.The editors-all white and male-scribbled into notepads
while seeming to avoid looking at the bodies at their feet. A few soldiers at
the corner of the frame looked at the bodies, standing in for the act ofbear-
ing witness. Released over the wires on May 3, a week after it was taken,
the photo appeared in both the Boston Globe under the caption "American
Editors View BuchenwaldVictims" and in the Los Angeles Times as "Buchen-
wald."While the wire service caption identified the editors in the shot by
name and newspaper affiliation, that degree of identification was repro-
duced in neither newspaper. Other photos showed both officials and edi-
tors examining the camps' terrain or looking at dead bodies. In fact,
authenticity was often established by photographing this version of the act
of bearing witness-soldiers, officials, and politicians in front of heaps of
bodies. The women officials pictured in these images appeared to play a
slightly different role than did the men, in that they supported a gendered
expectation of women in the role of consolers, and they were portrayed
not only looking at dead victims but talking to survivors. 31
What did these elaborated portrayals of witnessing accomplish? They
provided a representational frame that words could not: they froze wit-
nessing in place. Images prolonged witnessing by separating it from the
scenes ofhorTor. Depicting different practices ofwitnessing, targets ofwit-
nessing, and kinds of witnesses, these images underscored the centrality of
bearing witness as a response to Nazi terror. Unlike verbal narrativ~s,
where bearing witness was only implied in the grounded accounts of hb-
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Figure 13. American editors visiting Buchenwald, April, 1945, by NARA.
eration, witnessing here was seen as sufficiently important to merit its own
category of representation.While this may not have fit the cadences or aims
of daily news, it was well suited to the larger frame of contemplating what
had happened in the camps.
Thus, photographs contextualized Nazi atrocity by broadening the two
features of the eyewitness report-territory and the activities of witness-
ing-beyond the contingent instance of violence. Photographs of territo-
ry created strong links between one locale and the rest of the depraved
Nazi world, links that were denied in reporters' concrete word-tours. Sim-
ilarly, visual representations underscored variations in the act of bearing
witness-stages of the act itself, different targets of bearing witness, dir
ferent kinds of witnesses, and different kinds of witnessing practices-that
not only offered an array of representations but also conveyed a prolonged
moment of witnessing that was lost in reporters' narratives. This variance
highlighted far more effeCtively than did words the complications sur-
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rounding the act of bearing witness and simultaneously linked the act of
witnessing ''''ith broader interpretive schema by which it was possible to
generalize, contextualize, and symbolize what had happened.
This suggests that the very act of interpretation took shape differently
in words and images. With words, the press restricted the act of bearing
witness by closing off interpretation and grounding the narratives in the
here-and-now. With photos, the press helped the world bear witness more
effectively by opening the documents to interpretation.
ATROCITY PHOTOS AS SYMBOLS
The press also provided links between each photo and the larger atrocity
story through practices of composition and presentation. Each set ofprac-
tices helped consolidate the images of the camps as symbols of atrocity.
Practices ifComposition: Placement, Number, and Gaze
Though numerous and wide-ranging in their depictions of horror, the
atrocity photos were somewhat unusual due to the repetitive scenes repro-
duced by different photographers, regardless of their degree of profes-
sional training. While varying the depiction-by changing the camera posi-
tion, camera angle, focal length of tbe lens, light, and length of
exposure-might have lent an individualized signature to the photos, this
was generally not characteristic of these photos. Instead, near identical
images arrived over the wires within hours and days of each other, differ-
ing only slightly in focus, distance, exposure, and perspective.
PLACEMENT. The decision of where to place evidence of atrocity in a
photo created a layering between the atrocity photos' foreground and
background, for the two often communicated different levels of specifici-
ty about what was being depicted. Witnesses and bodies were depicted in
many of the images, and one was used as context for the other.
Evidence of atrocity usually meant pictures of corpses, and it often
alternated with witnesses in either the shot's foreground or background.
One widely circulated image portrayed General Eisenhower and other
ranking generals at Ohrdruf viewing corpses strewn across the camp's
forecourt (fig. 14). Eisenhower and company faced the camera from the
back of the shot while they overlooked the dead bodies in its foreground
that spilled into the camera. Taken by an unidentified photographer, the
photograph appeared in the Washington Post on April 16 and resurfaced fre-
quently over the next two weeks. It played in the Illustrated London News as
a full front-page photo whose legend told readers that "the usually genial
General Eisenhower shows by his grim aspect his horror of German bru-
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Figu~e 14. General Eisenhower and other officers examine corpses at Ohrdruf, April
12,1945, by NARA.
tality."The photo not only heightened the role of the American GI as wit-
ness to atrocity but juxtaposed the reader with the GI across the space of
the bodies. It was impossible to contemplate the GI's act of Witnessing
without first contemplating the corpses. 32
Elsewhere the foreground and background were switched, with the
corpses positioned in the back of the shot. The British News Chronicle ran a
front-page picture ofBelsen that showed women cooking and peelingpota-
toes in the foreground and heaps of dead bodies in the background. Anoth-
er frequently circulated triangular shot of the Buchenwald courtyard
depicted a visual confrontation juxtaposing U.S. soldiers, a stack of dead
bodies on a wagon, and the backs of German civilians (fig. 15). The bodies
occupied the back right-hand corner of the shot, soldiers the back left-
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Figure 15. German civilians view corpses at Buchenwa1d,Apri116, 1945, by NARA.
hand corner, and civilians the foreground. In viewing the shot, the reader
had to look over the shoulders of the German civilians in order to see the
bodies creating a layering between the shot's foreground (where .the Ger-
, din) d the background (where the victims and liberators
mans were stan g an
stood). The effect was magnified by the middle of the shot, where a seem-
ingly impassable white space kept the groups at a distance from each other.
That aesthetic was reproduced in other atrocity photos. 33
NUMBER. A second practice of composition had to do with thenu~bers
of people who were depicted in atrocity photos. Th~ photos oSClllate~
between pictures of the many and pictures of the few. PIctures of the ~a~)
portrayed mass graves, where bodies had ~een th~own toge~er so ID~S-
. . t I that l't "'as difficult if not ImpossIble, to dIscern whichCrimIna e y vv, .
appendage belonged to which body; pictures of the few portrayed smgle
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Figure 16. Corpses of civilians killed at Buchenwald, April-May 1945, by NARA.
individual bodies frozen in particularly horrific poses-a starved man
stretched out. in rigor mortis on the grounds of one of the camps. Taken
together, the Images portrayed both individual agony and the far-reaching
~ature of mass atrocity, suggesting that the depiction of each individual
mstance ofhorror represented thousands more who had met the same fate.
The photos functioned not only referentially but as symbolic markers of
atrocity in its broadest form. 34
On the whol.e, ~e press presented collective images of atrocity more
frequently than It did those of individuals. Perhaps because the group shots
suggested a collective status that helped offset public disbelief, group shots
appeared f~equently regardless of the type of collective represented-
group.s of VIctims, survivors, or witnesses. Group images tended to be less
graphic than thos.e of indiViduals, partly because the rarely visible eyes and





Figure 17. Women SS guards at Bdsen, April 17, 1945, courtesy ofThe Imperial War
Museum, London.
cd. Foremost here was a famous shot by Margaret Bourke-White, cap-
tioned simply "Victims of the Buchenwald Concentration Camp." ~nac­
credited at the time it originally appeared, the photo portrayed plIes of
human feet and heads angled away from the camera; the pile gave viewers
the impression that it was about to spill over onto the photographer, and
that it was barred from doing so only by a length of chain at the bottom of
the picture (fig. 16). Other photographs, less renowned than Bour~e­
White's showed the same pile of bodies from a long shot, a perspectIve
, , d
that revealed them to be stacked atop a wagon in the camp s courtyar .
That same wagon portrayed from an even further distance, was featured
in the aforementi~nedtriangular shot of the Buchenwald courtyard. 35
Images ofother kinds ofgroups -survivors, German civili~ns,Ger~an
perpetrators, and official witnesses---also proliferated, each dIsplayed Wlth
repeated visual characteristics. Groups of witnesses were nearly always
portrayed at one side of the frame, looking sideways at corpses that were
either inside or outside the field of the camera. Groups of German perpe-
trators, for instance, were almost always portrayed at harsh angles to the
camera and in rigid and upright postures (fig. 17). These individuals looked
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Figure 18. Russian survivor identifies former camp guard at Buchenwald A ril 14
1945, by NARA. ' P ,
~gry and cruel, almost maniacal. That perception was upheld in the cap-
nons that accompanied images of this type, as when the Illustrated London
News labeled a group of perpetrators 'The Female Fiends."36
. ?ften the ~h~ts depicted confrontations between groups---'-Germanc~vlhans and Vlcnms or news editors and survivors. One image-which
clrc~lated under the caption "Slave Laborer Points Finger of Guilt"-
depIcted a survivor of an unidentified camp pointing at a German guard
(fig. 18). The ~~rd stood at the right-hand corner of the image, his con-
torted face tWlstmg away from both the camera lens and the accusing, out-
stretched finger of the former prisoner. Although the prisoner was por-
traye~7side~aysto the camera, the photographer's empathy with rum was




Figure 19. Two survivors in Bergen-Belsen,April 30, 1945, courtesy ofThe Imperial
War Museum, London.
Thus, in each case framing the depiction as an act of collective, not indi-
vidual, contemplation reflected a need to collectively address and under-
stand the atrocities. While the emphasis on collective representation may
have worked against a recognition of the individual tragedies that lay
underneath each photo, the emphasis on groups fit more effectively than
did an individual focus on Eisenhower's aim to use the photos as persuasive
tools for the war effort. Groups, more than individuals, let the war effort
urgency. Understanding the scope and magnitude of atrocity, in this sense,
was equally important to recognizing its individual cases.
GAZE. Yet a third compositional practice had to do with the gaze ofthose
being depicted. The gaze of emaciated, near-dead survivors, whose eyes
seemed not to comprehend the target of vision, tended to be frontal and
appeared to signify frankness-though, as one British Army Film and Pho-
tographic Unit photographer of Belsen recalled, many of the same people
were "incapable of coherent thought.... It was a very quiet, silent busi-
ness. They sat about, very little movement. Some of them were too far
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O. Corpses of mother and two children at Bergen-Belsen April 17 1945
tesy 0 T e ImperialWar Museum, London. " ,cour-
gone to move."The survivors were almost always represented in frontal
gazes that stared directly at the camera or at a short distance behind the
~hotographer.In a sense, atrocity survivors appeared to see without see-
mg. One such photo, which appeared in PM, depicted two oun adult
women m a close shot that echoed their hollowed cheekboneYani
eyes (fig 19) "H 'H s vacant
. . ere s ow Nazis Treat Their Captives " d thf t th h ... ,rea e cap-
IOn 0 e p oto, as it implored readers to look at th "£ f th
women."38 e aces 0 ese
Other photos portrayed the unseeing eyes of the dead. One such ho-
tograph, which appeared after Belsen's liberation in PM and the Sat~da
Evemng Post, portrayed two children, a brother and sister whom reade~
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Figure 21. Corpse of mother at Bergen-Belsen, April 17, 1945, courtesy ofThe Imperial
War Museum, London.
were told had died of starvation (fig. 20). The children were depicted lying
on the ground, simply clothed and huddled together in death. The specter
of the dead children was haunting: both faces were gaunt and dr~wn, and
the eyes of one child were open.Yet lying next to them, bundled III a blan-
ket at the left side of the photograph, was an equally powerful figure~that
of the children's dead mother. Although she was not depicted clearly III th,S
photo she waS shown in an accompanying image that was published only
later i~ commemorative literature. There, the woman was depicted alone
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Figure 22. Former women t,ruards at Bergen-Belsen, April 1945, courtesy ofThe Imperi-
alWar Museum, London.
and without the blanket, where she was revealed to be nude and beautiful,
her long, curly hair spread across her shoulders (fig. 21). The fact that the
latter image did not make it into the press of the time suggests that it per-
haps went against the patterned nature of the photos that did appear.39
German perpetrators generally were depicted in side views or three-
quarter gazes, their eyes averted and narrowed (fig. 22). Often they were
depicted looking sideways at a survivor or soldier, who nearly always stared
either directly at them or toward the camera. One such widely circulated
image was that of Belsen commander Josef Kramer. It portrayed him walk-
ing in Belsen, his mouth pursed and features tight, under a guard's watch-
ful eye, who stared at him intently from the right-hand corner of the pho-
tograph. The same figures were portrayed from a greater distance in the
Daily Mail, where Kramer was shown to be accompanied on his stroll not
only by a soldier at his side but by another soldier prodding a rifle into his
back40
In composition, then, the published photos depicted a level of horror




representative incident. The combination of corpses and witnesses in the
photos facilitated both the display of a particular act of barbarism and its
more general context of atrocity; the number of individuals depicted in
atrocity photos facilitated an emphasis on the collectives involved in atroc-
ity~eitheras victims, survivors, perpetrators, or witnesses; and the gaze
of those associated with atrocity opened the photographic document to the
act ofbearing witness in different configurations for victims, survivors, and
perpetrators. In each case, on the level of composition photographs offered
more than just the referential depietion of one specific event, action, or
camp. Compositional practices suggested a broader level of the story that
went beyond the concrete target of photographic depiction.
Practices cj'Presentation:
Captions, Credits, and Presentational LaJout
A similar movement toward the broader atrocity story was achieved in pre-
sentation. Many atrocity photos lacked basic identifying attributes, and
they were as patterned in the type of information they neglected to pro-
vide as in that which they provided. Captions gave little information about
what was being depicted. Horrifying for the visual portrayal they offered
about death and suffering, they generally omitted any definitive detail
about the victims, about which camp had claimed their lives, or about the
circumstances by which they died. Detail about the taking of the photo-
graph itself was also often missing, about who had taken the photos, when,
or where. In some cases, no name ofphotographer or photographic agency
was given. Still other times, the images existed in questionable relationship
with the texts they accompanied, or pictures were used as pieces of news
in themselves, with little or no texts to explain what readers were seeing.
The image's referentiality was thus undermined even as the image's
symbolic force was underscored. Images were used more to mark general
discourse~aboutatrocity and war-and less as providers of definitive
information about certain actions, camps, or victims.
CAPTI ONS. Captions were an instrumental way of ensuring that photos
invoked the broader atrocity story. Who wrote the captions was not made
explicit, despite the fact that captions were typed on the back of nearly all
photographs supplied by the U.S. Signal Corps and British Army Film and
Photographic Unit. While the press sometimes marked a photo's caption
with the phrase "according to caption accompanying this Signal Corps
radio photo," more often than not captions were written by people far
from the depicted scenes. That distance, rarely made explicit to audiences,
generated numerous errors.41
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Figure 23, Survivors in Bergen-Belsen April 29 1945 % ~ •
Museum, London. ',. , courtesy ofThe ImperialWar
For instance, readers were told that the same ph t f
, h . 0 0 0 a group of
,",omen ovenng over dead bodies in Bel d' d .
. h sen eplcte women either stri _
pmg t c dead corpses of clothing forfuel str' . th P
clothes I . , Ippmg em so as to wear thec eansmg th fl' . f'
, em 0 Ice-In ested apparel or str' . th
burn the bodies (f! 2' ' Ippmg . em so as to
g. 3).While all of the cited reasons might h b 1
evant 't' "f! th ave een re -
,1 IS Slgnl cant at alread)' at the time of the ph t' . .
th > ' 0 0 s presentatlOn
e press set In place differential frames for understandl'ng th d . t d'
·ti 't v: . e epic e
ac VI y. anous explanations also accompanied an image of' 'dh 'd an emaciate
man w 0 sat ami a pile of rags (fig. 24) In th h h
th . e p oto, e appeared bent
over e rags, his bones protruding from his body and th .
watched £Tom th. b k ' a er SurVivors
th "c ~c ground. Though the Sunday Express explained that
e man was remOVIng his filthy rags," elsewhere he was said to be "over-hauh~g rags of ~lead prisoners" or picking lice off of his Own clothes 42
a fa~:f~ence:~ 17 explanation were problematic, because they set in' place
y stonca record. Oneaforementionedimageofa USA .
crouchin b hi d k . . rmy majorg e n a stac of lime-covered bodies appe d d· h fi
1 f Oh d ' are unng t erst(ays 0 r ruf s liberation (see fi 5 On _
1· d h g" p. 90). The same Image was
c aIme , owever, to have been taken in a numb· f ' 1 .
cr 0 camps, InC udmg
IJ9
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Figure 24. Survivor in Bergen-Belsen, April 1945, courtesy ofThe Imperial War Muse-
um. London.
Ohrdruf, Buchenwald, Nordhausen, and the nearby town of Gotha. Time
wrongly labeled the image as being at Buchenwald, one week after the
same image was displayed by Newsweek, where it correctly identified the
bodies as being at Ohrdruf. On the level of referentiality, the details in
Time's caption were simply wrong.Yet in convincing a skeptical world ofthe
atrocities, it mattered little whether a stack of bodies was at Ohrdruf or
Buchenwald. What mattered was that it had happened. The image thus
functioned to provide proof of atrocity, even if the location of the atroci-
ties was incorrect. 43
In writing captions, the press adopted a tone that further stripped the
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pictures of their referential power. One five-page article in Time, published
in April 1945, brought together a number of vignettes about the camps, all
of which were illustrated by generalized images-a commandant, a mass
burial, a common grave, a charred body, human cordwood. One showed an
innocuous portrait of Belsen commandant Josef Kramer, with a caption
that read simply: "Commandant Kramer: He loved flowers."The other five
photographs displayed horrific death scenes-a mass burial at Nord-
hausen, a common grave at Belsen, a charred body at Erla, human cord-
wood at Buchenwald, and a starved prisoner at Belsen. The images alter-
nated between representing the many and the few, and their captions were
particularly instrumental in negotiating a leap from referential to symbol-
ic representation.
Each of Time's pictures was located in place via a set of parentheses. A
picture of an open pit ofbodies, accredited to both British Official Pictures
and the Associated Press, bore the rather curious caption "Common Grave
(Belsen)." Setting off the word Be1sen in parentheses-and similarly fram-
ing the words Nordhausen, ErIa, or Buchenwald in other captions-signaled
to readers that the exact location of the atrocities was secondary, almost an
afterthought. Where event~ took place was not only noninstrumental but
possibly irrelevant to the image's more universal meaning. When the pic-
tures were taken was not noted at all. Indeed, the captions seemed to sug-
gest that the events depicted could have taken place anywhere in the Third
Reich and anytime under its reign. Thus, instead of using captions to
anchor the photographs in a precise time and place, the press employed
them to mark the photos as symbols of atrocity.
The legends to many of the photographs further facilitated the use of
the photos as symbols. One legend observed that the image of a mass bur-
ial was "as irrefutable as death." Given that the photograph showed scores
of dead bodies lined up in one long grave, readers were left to ponder pre-
cisely what was irrefutable about the image. In the text of the article, how-
ever, readers learned that the phrase referred to reportersfinding "the evi-
dence of the camps ... as irrefutable as death." Comments like these
positioned photographs in an uneven balance with text, a balance that
worked against the image's referentiality.44
CREDITS. Another way of turning images of the camps into symbols ofa
broader atrocity story was to provide them with few accrediting attribut-
es. Readers often did not know who had taken the pictures they were view-
ing. At times, the photographic credit lines were presented elsewhere in
the journal, as when the NewYork Times presented an image of Buchenwald's
crowded bunks with little detail about where, how, or by whom it was
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Figure 25. Sunivors in Buchenwald barracks, April 16, 1945, by NARA.
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taken; readers who skimmed the newspaper learned only on another page
that it had been taken by the Associated Press.45
The accreditation issue posed numerous problems for British and U.S.
photographers. Often, the photographs were printed without credits at
all. After the British forces entered Belsen, the Daily Mail printed a series
of photographs, mostly of camp commandants, and accredited none of
them. The Illustrated London News printed twenty-two images of the camps
in its special supplement on the atrocities, but none of them was accredit-
ed. Even photos that are today renowned-such as Margaret Bourke-
White's shot of bodies heaped across a wagon-were frequently included
without attribution.46
When credits were presented, they were brief and tended to include
only the name of the official military unit responsible for the image. Thus,
the most frequent credit found alongside images of the camps was the
phrase, "Photo by U. S. Signal Corps." Names of specific photographic agen-
cies-such as Acme Pictures or Wide World Photos-appeared less fre-
quently. And even less frequently appeared the names of specific photogra-
phers. It was only in later years that readers in both the United States and
Britain learned which photographers had taken which atrocity photos. And
to this day some remain unaccredited.
Most importantly, the press revealed a fundamentally different attitude
toward the words and images it used. When PM presented a highly refer-
enced and carefully attributed eyewitness report that discussed the Allied
War Department's official report on Buchenwald, it did so alongside an
unattributed, unaccredited photograph of three ravaged men (fig. 25). In
this case the different degree of attribution accorded word and image was
striking. The report constituted an indexically powerful narrative that pre-
sented verbatim passages from an official report on the camp, including
details about camp routines, numbers of prisoners and victims, death
counts, and torture procedures. But no attribution accompanied the pho-
tograph, no date described when it had been taken, and little identification
of the depicted individuals was offered.47
LAYOUT. Yet another way of cuing the broader atrocity story through
images was via layout. In the press, photos often appeared in photograph-
ic spreads or so-called pictorial pages, a presentational format made famil-
iar by the picture-magazine, with four to eight images separated from the
verbal text. On April 26, for instance, the Philadelphia Inquirer included
photographic shots of Buchenwald, Nordhausen, and other locales on its
pictorial page. 48
But because standards then in use for photographic images were inex-
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Figure 26. "ThisWas Nazi Germany," Stars and Stripes, April 23, 1945. Reprinted courtesy of The Stars and Stripes.
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plicit and undeveloped, the press positioned the atrocity photos unevenly.
For instance, the military newspaper Stars and Stripes regularly printed
columns of photographs alongside eyewitness accounts of the camps; one
such account described the camps of Gardelegen and Mulhausen, while the
accompanying photos presented bodies massacred in Ohrdruf, Nord-
hausen, and Buchenwald (fig. 26). The images had no specific referential
link to the verbal narratives that they were used to illustrate, other than to
provide evidence of the same larger story of atrocity, and none of the pho-
tographs was dated or attributed to agency or photographer. SimHarly, one
Time column about Germany juxtaposed two photographs-one of three
near-naked men under the caption "Buchenwald Survivors: Were They
Germany's Hope?" and the other of a German child under the caption
"ChHdren."While the captions explained that the men were survivors and
the children Germany's future, the accompanying text told of an under-
ground movement at the camp that had planned to build an antifascist
Reich.Yet that text was nowhere recognizable in the by-then familiar image
ofbroken, despairing bodies or the less familiar image of the plump, blond
German toddler. 49
This meant that even when the press did not provide precise details
about the images it displayed, it was able to link them with the larger atroc-
ity story. This broad interpretive effect of the images made them crucial for
underscoring the act of bearing witness as the appropriate response to
atrocity. Paradoxically, the usefulness of such images depended on their
anonymity. The anonymity through which they made claim to authenticity
in fact provided strong visual evidence of atrocity at a generalized level, but
uneven documentation of the particular events they were brought in to
depict.
One article in Time about Belsen illustrates this well. Opposing one pic-
ture with another, a small boxed item displayed two photographs: one,
without attribution, showed a side view of an angry-looking blonde
woman; the other, attributed to Acme Pictures, showed a crowd scene near
a spiraling fire and billowing smoke. The caption under both pictures
asked, "The End of Belsen?" and in the accompanying text, readers were
told that
these pictures are from the Belsen concentration camp. At left is
Hilde Lobauer, known to the prisoners she terrified as "the S.S.
woman without a uniform." At right is Belsen burning as the British
wiped out the human abattoir by fire.
The descriptive text gave readers definitive information about what they
saw-or did not see-in the photographs. Yet the discussion did not end
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with the images' description, for a second paragraph generalized the infor-
mation just presented:
But more than fire was needed to destroy the causes that produced
Belsen. For they lay deeper than any tendency to scientific brutality
on the part of the German people. They lay in the political philoso-
phy of totalitarianism, which is not the exclusive property of any
people. If this was understood, the thousands of men and women
who died in anonymous agony at Belsen would not have died com-
pletely in vain. Failure to understand this meant that they would have
died for absolutely nothing, that the meaning of Belsen would be dis-
sipated in moral revulsion and invective, that other Belsens could
recur in history. The meaning of Belsen was the ultimate meaning of
all totalitarianism.
The addition of this second paragraph was crucial, for it showed how Time
transformed the particular images of Belsen and its commander into sym-
bolic markers of a story about human suffering and totalitarianism. Belsen
the concentration camp became representative of wartime atrocity. so
All of this suggests that by capitalizing on the symbolic dimensions of
images, the press set in place a broader interpretive scheme for compre-
hending and explaining the atrocities. Playing to the symbolic dimensions
of these images had an important effect on publics, not only because they
may have been the most effective and least uncomfortable way to compre-
hend the tragedies of Nazi Europe, but also because they framed events in
such a way that all who saw the photos could bear witness to the atrocities.
Within that frame, the exact details of the atrocities mattered less than the
response of bearing witness. For those inundated with a guilt that came
from not having responded earher, this was no small aim.
As with words, the act ofbearing witness made the use ofimages instru-
mental for setting in place the atrocity record. But using photographs as
symbolic markers of atrocity inverted journalistic modes of news presen-
tation. Rather than provide more cues when the information was most
unbelievable, less cues were provided when the information stretched
belief. Here the more horrific the image, the less detailed the anchoring of
the text that accompanied it. In this regard, images were particularly qual-
ified to provide the message that made the act ofbearing witness bearable.
They also suited the circumstances for coverage that greeted the press in
the camps.
Bearing witness thus justified an alternative use of images in news that
relied as much on the photo's symbolic dimensions as on its contingent
details. Even if reporters had been earlier remiss about recognizing what
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was happening, bearing witness now enhanced the authority of the image
and by extension the press's authority on this specific story. While the
photo's muted referentiality may have been typical of most war photos, it
had particnlarly great effect here, for the symbolic nature of photos was
well suited to explaining Nazi atrocity in memory.
It is worth noting that this happened in contradiction to what the press
expected of photography, for a link between the photo's referential and
symbolic dimensions had not been anticipated. Not surpriSingly, photog-
raphers still faced ambivalence from journalists, despite their valued work
in the camps. There was virtually no mention in the press about the pho-
tographers who shot scenes of the camps, suggesting that the sense of
shared responsibility went far enough to include the photographs as docu-
ments but not to include photographers. In fact, when the Illustrated Lon-
don News presented pages of photographic images from Belsen, they were
likened to a "DonS draWing of Dante's Inferno" (emphasis added). This sug-
gested that the journal's editorial board was still not convinced that photos
had done their job of convincing readers of the atrocities. Its solution was
to print a series of drawings one week later that depicted many of the camp
scen~s already shown in photographs, though in the later drawings their
detaIls were made less reprehensible. Such ambivalence, which linked to a
muted recognition of the value of photographic documents in news, pen-
etrated the core of the record of atrocity. 51
PICTURE-MAGAZINES AND LIBERATORS
The display of the atrocity photos in the U.S. and British press was
enhanced by two additional parties interested in photographing the
camps-the picture-magazines and the liberators. Each extended photog-
raphy's role in bearing witness to the atrocities.
. By virtue of the centrality that the picture-magazines accorded images
~ general, it is no surprise that picture-magazines on both continents, par-
tIcularly Life. Look, and Picture Post, played an important role in bringing the
atrocity photos home. But theirrole·was secondary to that of newspapers,
magazines, and journals, which had already printed most of the photos by
the tIme that they appeared in the· picture-magazines. The picture-maga-
zine's main effect was thereby one ofrepetition more than information.Via
its favored presentational format-the depiction ofmany collected images
as parts of a larger picture-story-the picture-magazines bolstered the
effect already created by the daily and weekly press, offering more of what
had already been presented.
Each picture-magazine published its own photographic spread on the
atrocities during the first week of May 1945. The spreads in both the Pic-
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Figure 27. "The ProblemThat Makes All Europe Wonder," Picture Post, May 5, 1945, by
Picture Post/Tony Stone Images.
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ture Post and Life capably wove the horror into picture-essays that were
more effective for the combined visual presentation of many images than
for the novelty or informative value of any individual picture.
Under the title "The Problem That Makes All Europe Wonder," the Pic-
ture Post offered a six-page spread of atrocity photos. The first page juxta-
posed two images-one of hvo emaciated, dazed survivors with an image
of a plump, well-dressed Germau womau hugging a hlond child (fig. 27).
The two sets offigures stared full-faced into the camera's lens, and the cap-
tions extended the visual difference between them into verbal cues: one
read "Inside the Wire," while the other proclaimed "And Outside." Other
images portrayed close-ups of ravaged victims and depictions of a camp
roll call, or smaller pictures ofdrained anonymous faces under a collective
caption "These Were Inmates of Prison Camps Set Free in the Allied
Advance: For Many We Came Too Late." None of the pictures bore the
names of individuals, names of camps, or photographic credits. The pho-
tographs were documents of collective authorship, sealed in the anonyrni-
ty of the photographer and his or her ohject. Yet another picture in the
same article portrayed two men from Nordhausen sitting on a flight of
steps staring into the camera. In proclaiming the image to be "The Face,
Not of Men, but of Famine," the caption disembodied the image, discon-
necting the faces from the men who owned them and rendering them
instead symhols of famine.
The spread concluded with a picture that the picture-magazine predict-
ed would be "a picture on which future generations will pass judgment."
The picture, which had appeared already ten days earlier in Stars and Stripes,
showed two dead children, lyiug at the hottom of a ditch. Their mouths
were open, their arms spread-eagled across the dirt on which they rested
(fig. 28).A soldier stood at the upper-left-haud corner of the image, look-
ing into the ditch and passing his own judgment. The suhhead read, "The
Dead Children of Nordhausen Camp." While the suhhead offered some
degree of explanation for the image, the accompauying text offered little:
It is not enough to he mad with rage. It is no help to shout about
"exterminating" Germany. Only one thing helps: the attempt to
understand how men have sunk so far, and the firm resolve to face the
trouble, the inconvenience and cost of seeing no nation gets the
chauce to befoul the world like this again.52
The image, in this context, was taken as a cautionary note about the excess-
es of Nazism. As with the images in the press, the dead children of Nord-
hausen were invoked as general markers of a discourse about atrocity.
Picture Post ran a second pictorial spread in June, when photographers
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Figure 28. Dead children at Nordhausen,ApriI1945, by NARA.
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depicted German civilians exhuming atrocity victims and digging new
graves. Eight pictures, documenting the civilians' forced exhumation of
dead prisoners, again raised questions about the symbolic currency of
images. While the narrative discussed the "Wisdom and viability of blaming
all of Germany for the Nazi deeds, the pictures wove a theme that was by
now familiar-voiceless, nameless, unauthored documents attesting to the
atrocities. The final picture, captioned "The Silent Witness at Whose Suf-
fering the Earth Has Cried Out Aloud," showed a shrouded, faceless body
in a newly dug grave. As a concluding statement, the photograph remained
devoid of the physical, geographic, and spatial details that facilitated its
placement in real life. Rather, its symbolic aura made it almost better suit-
ed to a placement in collective memory. 53
Life published its photographic spread on the atrocities the same week
as Picture Post. As had been its custom surrounding other controversial pho-
tos, the picture-magazine shared its justification for why it had elected to
publish the images:
Last week Americans could no longer doubt stories of Nazi cruelty.
For the first time there was irrefutable evidence as the advancing
Allied armies captured camps ....With the armies in Germany were
four Lye photographers whose pictures are presented on these pages.
The things they show are horrible. They are printed for the reason
stated seven years ago when, in publishing early pictures of war's
death and destruction in Spain and China, Lye stated, "Dead men
have indeed died in vain if live men refuse to look at them."54
Life's defensive posture hinted that audiences were not yet consensual
about the need to regard the atrocity photos.
Life titled its photographic spread simply"Atrocities."Atop five pages of
graphic photos, the magazine began by declaring that the "capture of the
German concentration camps piles up evidence of barbarism that reaches
the low point of human degradation."The images depicted a range of Nazi-
inflicted horrors, each presented as a generic category ofhorror, including
dazed prisoners at Buchenwald, dying women at Bdsen, and burning bod-
ies at Gardelegen. Most of the pictures had appeared already in the daily
press.
The spread ended with three full-page, midrange shots, each of which
focused on the ravages of war. One, which had appeared previously in the
British and U.S. press, depicted bodies lying in the courtyard of Nord-
hausen (see fig. 8, on p. 99). The second showed a mass of burned bodies at
Gardelegen. In both shots, U.S. soldiers walked among the bodies, signify-
ing life rising from the masses of death and decay. The final photograph of
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the series provided the only midview shot of an individual-a German
guard, portrayed with his bowed head angled away from the camera. Read-
ers were told that he was "knee-deep in decayjng flesh and bones, [hauhngl
bodies into place in the Belsen mass grave." Presenting the German guard
in mid-distance and using his photograph to conclude the series left a clear
message about the irrevocable end of Nazism.55 .
In both Picture Post and Life, the verbal detail that accompamed the
images was sparse. Captions told of UIlllamed prisoners st~ing from their
bunks or leaning against them. Only sometimes did ~ey mform readers
which camp was being depicted. The captions relayed httle more than what
was made most obvious by the camera. Few images were accredIted. This
lack of verbal detail, however, mattered little in terms of the broader atroc-
ity story. What was thus initially set in place in the press was bolstered by
the picture-magazines. ..'
In using many of the shots already presented III the d~ly ~res~, ~e pIC-
ture-magazines were instrumental in recycling a certaln vIsualIzation of
atrocity. This was central to consolidating the importance of ~hotography,
even if picture-magazines played a secondary role. The combmed presen-
tation of many familiar images renewed their power. Impact, then, had. as
much to do with the repeated presentation of certain photographs as \Vlth
the informative news value of anyone image.
If picture-magazines provided one contrast to th~ photos being printed
in the press, images taken by the liberators-that IS, amateur pho~ogra-
h ·d d another Members of the liberating forces went III andp ers-provI e . . .
out of the camps rapidly. Many stopped to take quick snapshots With their
private cameras. Photographs constituted a way of extendmg theIr fleetIng
experience in the camps beyond the brief times they spent there. As one
soldier recalled, "sometimes we would go in the afternoons and by early
d "56morning we had cleared the area an gone on. . .
Although chaplains, foot soldiers, and individuals in other mihtary roles
documented what they were seeing, sometimes theIr shots were blurred
and unclear. The photographs he had taken at one camp, recalled an Amer-
ican GI, were "dim, for I was not a photographer." Other times they were
eerily similar to the shots taken by professional photographers.. For
instance, familiar shots of boxcars of dead bodies outside Dachau, pIts of
bodies in Belsen, and stacks of bodies in Buchenwald were reproduced by
soldiers. The images differed only minimally, such as the addition of a sol-
dier in one corner of the picture. Sometimes the amateur photos were
printed in the press, though usually at some delay. 57
The liberators' photos were important because as amateur.documenta-
tion they helped secure public belief about what was happenmg and con-
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solidated the need to bear witness. In fact, belief in the photographs was
enhanced when soldiers, not professional photographers, took the images:
the public appreciated the amateur shots "in which there could be no doc-
toring ofscenes and no faking of film." But the mission ofamateurs in snap-
ping shots of the camps was largely personal, motivated by a desire to
record the scenes for posterity. "What I took was there;' offered onc sol-
dier. "It was fact." Photographs were taken by persons on active military
duty in German-occupied territory, were retrieved from dead or captured
German soldiers, and were taken by company commanders, who later
made duplicates for members of their Wlits. Concern for the pictures
reflected a desire to record the scenes for history. As one soldier later put
it, "we weren't taking pictures of each other. We were taking pictures of
conditions."s8
The soldiers' pictures were both proof of the horrors and testament to
the liberators' presence in the camps. Shots ranging from "skeletons still in
the incinerator" to "a pile ofbodies still outside" provided depiction ofboth
the atrocities and of soldiers having witnessed them. One chaplain, who
photographed the charred bodies still on a pile of wood outside one camp,
later said that he "took pictures to make it clear to people at home that the
account of German oppression and murder in concentration and labor
camps is all too true."The son of General Eisenhower-Lt. John Eisen-
hower-took a portable camera into Buchenwald. Seeing a group of sur-
vivors kicking the dead body of a German guard, he "snapped a couple of
pictures and turned to leave with a mumbled word ofthanks.The survivors
closed back in and resumed kicking the corpses." Former liberator Paul
Gumz took a photo of corpses spilling out of one of the train cars at
Dachau, with GIs standing in the midspace of the photograph, staring at
the bodies (fig. 29). The shot's version ofthe act ofbearing witness also cap-
tured the extraordinary length of the train-and hence multiplied the
scenes of horror its individual cars contained. 59
Other shots taken at Buchenwald reproduced the same midview of
stacks of corpses that had circulated in the U.S. and British press. One ama-
teur shot differed only with the addition of a soldier in one corner, who
stared back at the photographer rather than at the bodies (figs. 30 and 31).
On the back of the shot, the liberator had written the follOWing:
If you starve them, when they die you have less to burn, and the more
you burn the more healthy your workmen by replacement. This is
just another pile of dead people,America.The Nazis have many more
at this place-This is typical on a small scale-Buml-6,000 one
day Jewl-Bum-Dead men. 60
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Figure 29. Paul Gumz Collection, courtesy ofTheWitness to the Holocaust Project,
Emory University.
Both the similarities and differences between the amateur and profession-
al images highlighted how little professional training was needed visually
to capture the atrocities. And by implication, the minimal differences
somewhat neutralized the role of professional photography in document-
ing the camps.
In sum, bearing witness through the camera neutralized tensions across
different kinds of photographers. The presence of amateur photographers
in the camps and the similarity of many of their shots to those taken by
semiprofessionals and professionals also minimized the claims of profes-
sionals over amateurs. In a sense, the act of bearing witness made a com-
munity out of all those who witnessed the atrocities, regardless of their
reasons for being there. And the confirmation of what had already been
covered became far more important than the coverage itself.
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Figures 30 and 31 . Dennis Wile Collection, courtesy ofThe Witness to the Holocaust Project
Emory University. '
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Figure 32. Civilians looking at pictures, April--May 1945, by NARA.
THE TRIUMPH OF IMAGES
The atrocity photos' emergence as a viable mode of documenting the
camps did not go unnoticed by members of the press. In both Britain and
the United States, the public discussed the use of images to authenticate
what reporters were seeing: the "flood of news-pictures have set Europe
ld ki . H .. 'bl "6 Iand the wor as 'ng one questIon: ow IS It pOSSI e....
Perhaps the most tangible hint of photography's centrality in delineat-
ing the horror of atrocity came with one final wave of representations that
depicted the act of looking at the photographs themselves. The so-called
denazification campaign required the display of photographs and films to
the German population. As the New York Times told it, "every German will
view the picture ofunhumanities practiced on the prisoners at the Buchen-
wald, Belsen and other Nazi torture camps."62
In keeping with that campaign, pictures began to appear that depicted
people viewing atrocity photos. Soldiers, civilians, and POWs were all
portrayed as witnesses to the photos. These photos were significant, for
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Figure 33. Civilians looking at pictures, April-May 1945, courtesy ofThe ImperialWar
Museum, London.
they showed numerous additional collectives in the act of bearing witness
to photographic documentation. The collectives, like those earlier shots
that portrayed groups viewing bodies, now focused on viewing photos.
These latter collectives tended to be in a uniform pose that was physically
angled toward the evidence of atrocity, in this case, the photos (fig. 32).
One such image, displayed in the New York Times in June 1945, showed a
group of civilians looking at a photographic display.Their backs were to the
camera, which focused on them scrutinizing atrocity photos, themselves
made clear by the camera's lens. The caption and legend read, "Inside Con-
quered Germany-civilians examine a photographic display of atrocities
committed at a concentration camp."The Daily Mirror claimed that pho-
tographs were a way of "holding the mirror up to the Huns," and it pre-
sented a shot of its own middle pages being displayed to Germans living
nearby (fig. 33). Here too, the backs of civilians were captured by the cam-
era, with the atrocity pictures clearly within its frame. Though some jour-
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nalists and photographers questioned the ease in censorship implied by
these officially sanctioned displays of atrocity, the press nonetheless con-
tinued to print the photos, prolonging the act of bearing witness beyond
its value as a part of news discourse. Thus, photos were set up as a docu-
ment not only for news but for history toO. 63
In fact, the broader potency of the news photo was strengthened by the
response to the atrocity photos. One military newspaper admitted that
there "has been no picture story since the invention of photography to
match the impact of the layouts now being run on the Nazi atrocities." Sol-
diers everywhere, it said, know "that withID the limits of the printed word
and the engraver's art a serious effort is being made to bring home to
decent humans the truth of what they found" and that "even the most staid
of newspapers are carrying full pages of the brutally grim pictures which
came out of the camps."64
In contrast to the grounded narratives about the camps, the image-mak-
ing apparatus in all ofits forms thus helped turn collective disbelief into the
shock and horror of recognition. Photographic evidence meant that the
atrocities of the camps "could not be denied.... Buchenwald, Belsen,
Dachau-their images were etched in memory forever." Citing "distance,
suspicion, what you will," the London-based World's Press News said that
"something held back full appreciation on the part of the British and Amer-
ican peoples. But these pictures ..." One newspaper opined that photo-
graphic displays ofthe camps were "revolting and distasteful, but they bring
home to a civilized world ... the cold truth.... If anyone ever doubted
the animal viciousness of the Nazi mind, he can no longer deny [it]."65
More than other types of documentation, photographs offered the cer-
tainty needed to appraise the mounting evidence of German atrocities.
And both the U.S. and British press were careful to point out the historical
role such photographic documentation would play, warning readers of the
"photographic evidence of the sadistic brutalities practiced by the Ger-
mans.... These revelations of coldly calculated massacre and torture are
given as a record for all time of German crimes." Even the Christian Centu-
ry, which had stubbornly disbelieved for a longer time than most other
journals, admitted that "it will be a long time before our eyes cease to see
those pictures of naked corpses piled like firewood or of those mounds of
carrion flesh and bones." At least for that journal, "looking at the pictures"
became a marker of the experience of Nazism. It was thus no surprise that
a full 81 percent of the British population believed the atrocity stories in
April 1945, up from a mere 37 percent six months earlier. 66
Photographs were presented across the Allied front with an authority
that underscored their role in muting public skepticism. The black-and-
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white photos made everyone into a witness, "even those who had remained
safely at home far from the stench of the camps."The press seemed to rec-
ognize that images had shown themselves capable of conveying the very
horror that had incapacitated words. Such was the reigning assumption of
the time-that the photograph had helped freeze the camps within a space
of undeniability. 67
Pbotography's triumph also had to do with the fact that it helped facili-
tate the act of bearing witness to the atrocities. Unlike words, which con-
centrated on the details ofliberation, images gUided publics in both nations
to the heart of a story about Nazi atrocity, directing them to the preferred
meaning by the fastest route. They offered a vehicle for seeing evidence of
Nazi brutality at the same time as they eased the shock of that evidence by
broadening its presentation. In this way not only did images uphold mili-
tary and political aims of"letting the world see," as Eisenhower had man-
dated, but they did so in a way that bypassed the details of the story of Nazi
brutality. In catering to the linkage between the photograph's referential
and symbolic dimensions, the press thereby helped focus world attention
on the immediate need for a broad political and military response to
Nazism.
In representing atrocity in this fashion, photographs challenged tradi-
tional journalistic modes of representation and enhanced an alternative
aim-that of bearing witness. The more horrific the image, the less
detailed the image's anchoring needed to be. In many cases, the images
were so devoid of identifiable detail that it was difficult to anchor them in
a given physical or geographic place. Yet the broader the story they were
used to invoke, the more effective carriers of the collective memory they
would be. The transformation of atrocity photos from definitive indices of
certain actions to symbolic markers of the atrocity story had to do with a
general and urgent need to make sense of what had happened. When
images were particularly graphic, the press needed less to explain them
and more to link them with broader interpretive themes that lent meaning
to the depictions. Images were thus a more effective means ofbearing wit-
ness than words. Turning.verbal chronicles of liberation into a visual story
of atrocity directly affected the shape of the recollection that resulted.
No less important, the use of pictures to depict atrocity constituted a
turning point in the history of the popular press. While bearing witness
took journalism beyond itsclfby requiring an alternative mode of journal-
istic practice-one that emphasized cooperation over professional prowess
and competition-the reliance on photographs to do so made images the
main event of the camps' coverage. Representations of atrocity that were
more explicit and Wlrequited than in previous wars, the lifting of censor-
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ship restrictions concerning the coverage of ongoing events of the war, and
the upset of professional expectations about how news photography was
thought to function were all evidence of such a turning point. While side-
stepping journalists' ambivalence about photographs and inverting their
long-standing assumption that images functioned most effectively as refer-
ential tools, images emerged as a more powerful tool than words for doc-
umenting Nazi atrocity. It was no surprise that photography's triumph
would permeate the heart of the atrocity story as it was recycled into col-
lective memory.
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